SAWTOOTH WILDERNESS
Late July 2011
Time
Redfish, Cramer, Edna, Imogene Weather
Clear all week
& Hell Roaring Lakes 30m loop
Fish Species Brook, Rainbow & Cutthroat Trout Size Range Small
Fish Caught A few Brook, Rainbow and Cutthroat Trout
Elk Hair Caddis, Adams
Flies Used
Techniques Dry fly
The scenery and experience was spectacular. The fishing was a mystery.
Comments
Date
Location

Bishop Miller and I took the Venture and Varsity Scout groups on a 30 mile backpack
trip to the Sawtooth Wilderness for High Adventure. There were eleven of us total. We
started our trip at the Redfish Lake Lodge and ended at the Hell Roaring Lake trailhead.
We had been planning this trip for the last six months. Half the boys were excited to go
and the other half would have liked to have stayed home. Their attitude directly affected
their preparation and enjoyment on the trip which directly affected the number of
butterflies in my stomach knowing I was leading this group. Hopefully a few of the
unprepared learned something from this experience. Now that it’s over, I think they were
all glad they went. It will be a trip they will always remember.

The group at 9,500’ Cramer Divide on day 2

Itinerary
Tuesday – Ride shuttle boat across Redfish Lake to the inlet transfer camp (6,500’).
Backpack 7 miles to Cramer Lakes (8,400’)
Wednesday – Backpack 7.5 miles to Edna Lake (8,400’) over snow covered Cramer
Divide (9,500’)
Thursday – Backpack 5 miles to Imogene Lake (8,400’) over two passes (Sand Mountain
Pass & Imogene Divide). Day hike 5 miles roundtrip to Mount Cramer (2nd highest peak
in the Sawtooths (10, 716’)
Friday - Backpack 9 miles to Hell Roaring Lake Trailhead
We started out our trip by meeting the Wilderness Ranger at Redfish Lodge. He spoke to
us about the Sawtooth Wilderness, safety and leave no trace principles. He also
mentioned to have a plan B in case Cramer Divide was impassable due to lingering snow
fields from the heavy winter storms. With that said we hopped on a boat and rode five
miles to the inlet transfer camp where we would begin our hike. The scouts thought the
boat ride was a great way to start off, especially since it saved us five miles of hiking.
It wasn’t long before we entered the wilderness boundary and ascended the beautiful
canyon below the immense jagged peaks overhead. I got a kick out of hiking behind
Jonathan who was carrying the sacrificial chicken.

Before you start thinking this was some sort of secret religious ritual, it’s not. It was part
of a campfire discussion that had been prepared on sacrifice. Hopefully to help the boys
understand the circle of life and that Chicken doesn’t come from the freezer. The Ranger
said he’d never heard of anybody packing a live chicken before but said he couldn’t think
of a reason why we couldn’t as long as we cleaned up properly. I’m sure he was
chuckling inside.

Crossing Redfish Creek

After a mostly leisurely hike up the canyon we came to the turnoff to Cramer Lakes
where we needed to cross the river. The ranger told us to be careful at this crossing since
the water was still high. Luckily, we found a nice log crossing where we could cross
without taking off our shoes.
Next came the switchbacks. I told the boys that there was a surprise at the middle lake.
This would hopefully give the boys something to ponder instead of aching muscles and
hearing the famous “how much farther”. They kept trying to guess but I wouldn’t tell
them the secret. I told them that they would know when they saw it. After a long seven
miles we eventually made it to the first lake. They actually didn’t rest long because the
middle lake was a short distance and I had sparked their curiosity. They wanted to see
what the surprise was or maybe they just wanted to be at camp.

The surprise waterfall and jumping cliffs at Middle Cramer Lakes

As we rounded the corner they saw the waterfall. It didn’t take long before they had their
swimming suits on and exploring the falls and cliffs. The biggest surprise was for them to
realize how cold the water was. A few of the boys and I fished. We caught a few
Cutthroat Trout that were nothing to brag about. All three lakes produced small fish that
weren’t big enough to eat.
After dinner, we sat around the campfire to listen to Bishop. We then got the chicken and
walked it over to the lake for its last drink. We wanted the boys to get attached to it as
much as possible. We then walked a ways through the woods away from camp to behead
the chicken. One of the boys volunteered to use the knife while another held the chicken.
It was a great thing for them to witness. I grew up on a farm but these boys grew up in the
city and had never experienced anything like this before. Hopefully they gained some
appreciation. We cleaned up the meat, wrapped it in tinfoil with some seasoning and
threw it on the fire. Minutes later they were all eating the chicken they had just carried up
the mountain. I told them to get a good night sleep because tomorrow would be the
hardest day of the trip. I figured it would be a bonus if they got more than a few hours of
sleep. We would be climbing 1,000 feet in elevation over a 9,500’ snow covered pass.
We wouldn’t know if it was passable until we got there.

Day 2
The next morning I walked around to do the impossible; get them out of bed. I noticed a
pile of vomit just outside one of the tent doors. To my amazement, I came to find out that
one of the boys only ate gummy worms the day before. One of the other boys had a sick
stomach as well and was not feeling so great. These were both of the boys that missed
most of the planning meetings and preparation hikes. They were going to learn some
tough lessons. I was inwardly upset realizing this could ruin the whole trip. I was nervous
about them getting altitude sickness so I watched them pretty closely.

Climbing toward Cramer Divide

We made the decision to continue with the plan realizing we might have to turn around.
Only time would tell. We continued along the trail until it became completely
unrecognizable in the deep snow. I trekked ahead looking for safe options while we
slowly made our way up the divide to the summit. We finally reached the top which
offered rewarding views and a great sense of accomplishment. I was very happy to know
that we were going to finish the trip as planned. We stopped and ate lunch realizing the
rest of the day was downhill. Spirits were high even from the sick boys. The scenery was
spectacular and they knew the worst was behind them.
We made our way down to Hidden Lake to rest for about an hour. The view of the lake
was beautiful from Cramer Divide. Once we left the lake we soon walked into a mess of

downed trees. We witnessed the effects of a microburst. It’s amazing how powerful those
winds are and the pattern it left of fallen trees in similar directions.
We eventually arrived at Edna Lake. We were all tired after a good days hike and ready
for a break. Bishop and I walked around making sure the boys were getting something
nutritional to eat. The two boys were still sick but they weren’t getting any worse. I sure
wish they could have enjoyed it more.
We found the fishing to not be so great. I walked around the lake with a few boys to teach
them some pointers on fly fishing. We only caught a few small fish unlike the last time I
visited this lake with my brother Justin. I caught a nice plump 16” Cutthroat along with
some other nice fish. Alpine lakes can do that to you sometimes. Fishing is always a
bonus to me. I love exploring the alpine country.

Sitting around the campfire at Edna Lake

Day 3
The two boys were still sick but getting use to it by now. I think they were pretty eager to
get off the mountain. Today would be the last difficult hike for the trip – five miles with
two passes to Imogene Lake. The last day was longer but all downhill. We ran into some
beautiful scenery at Sand Mountain Pass.

Views of Toxaway Lake from the ridge near Sand Mountain Pass

(above) Views of Edith Lake

(bottom) climbing the second pass

The passes were snow covered in places but passable. The two passes were taking their
toll on some of the boys but spirits were high for the most part due to the spectacular
surroundings. They were rewarded at the second pass with a snow covered north slope
looking down on our destination – Imogene Lake. One daredevil slid down on his back
pack from the top and came out unscathed. I found it to be a little too risky for my taste. I
hiked half way down before I got on the snow slide and skied down with my shoes. One
boy hit his pelvic bone on the only rock on the slide. It ripped his shorts and he was sore
for a few days. It was a fun way down for most of the boys.
I had told the boys to wait at the pass before heading down to the lake. One group
decided to disregard my instructions. Not only did they go down the snow shoot without
me but they didn’t stop at the lake either. The trail split at the lake and went around both
sides. I didn’t know which way they went. Imogene Lake is a large lake so shouting
wasn’t an option. I was in disbelief that they would continue on without knowing where
they were going. This didn’t set well with me and they got an earful when I finally found
them. They had never seen that side of me before. They apologized and I was convinced
they wouldn’t make that mistake again.
We were all exhausted. We got our tents set up and jumped into the freezing lake. I didn’t
have any plans of going in the water but it looked very refreshing. I decided to jump in
with them and oh what a refresher. It was cooooooooold!

Jumping in to Imogene Lake

While swimming, the boys asked if we could hike out on Friday instead of Saturday as
planned. They wanted to spend the last night at a different campground so they could go
swimming at a hot spring. I said “what about climbing Mount Cramer”. The last three
days of hiking were enough for them. I could see they didn’t want to climb. I really hated
to see them miss that experience.
I told them we’d leave early on two conditions: Condition #1 - it had to be ok with
Bishop and condition #2 – somebody had to accompany me to the top of Mount Cramer
because that was the highlight of the trip in my mind. We finalized the plans with Bishop.
We’d hike out the next day, get pizza in Stanley, swim at the hot springs on the way and
spend the last night at home. Sam, one of the oldest boys, agreed to climb the peak. He
had wanted to do a fifty miler but was outvoted by the others.
With that, feeling refreshed from the swim, Sam and I started our journey. It didn’t take
long as I reached Lucille Lake before I realized that I had underestimated the climb to the
second highest peak in the Sawtooths. The boulder field we had crossed drained me. The
refreshing swim had given me a false sense of energy. Food would have revived me but I
made the mistake of not taking food or water and I had realized that I never ate lunch
after our hard day of backpacking.
I told Sam it was ok if we turned around. I still had some energy and drive but looking up
at the peak seemed like a daunting task under the circumstances. Sam didn’t bring food

either thanks to my example. He said it would be ok if we went a little further. I told him
to let me know when he wanted to turn around. Besides his drive to get to the top he had
incentive to see if he could make a call to his family hoping to get into cell phone range.
Since we were leaving a day early he wanted to go to Utah for the weekend with his
family since they were going to Lagoon.

Lucille Lake

We decided to continue on realizing we’d get great views and possibly cell coverage even
if we didn’t make it to the top. I realized I may never get back up this way again since I
have such a large list of backpacking destinations. We continued the hike getting weaker
and weaker as we ascended the mountain.
As we got higher, the breaks got longer and longer as we continued to drain our
remaining energy. Luckily we came by some springs from snow melt that allowed us to
drink. We soon got high enough to see Profile Lake still covered in ice. By this time we
could see the summit. I realized we might not make it to the top due to the snowpack on
the steep north slope of Mount Cramer. The views were getting better and better as the
sky opened up more and more around us. Fatigue was setting in as we reached the steep
section. In our stubbornness, we pressed on realizing we were almost to the top - A
decision we would soon pay for. Muscles and lungs were burning, heads were spinning
and stomachs were cramping but we could see a path on the east side to make it to the
top. We started setting goals to get to the next rock before resting. We were almost there!

Profile lake from the northeast slope of Mount Cramer

(below) looking southeast from the top

Sitting on top of 10,716’ Mount Cramer –second highest peak in the Sawtooths – Cramer Lakes behind

Well, as you can see from the pictures, we made it to the summit. After a long rest, while
writing in the log book and making a few phone calls, I was feeling good but weak. The
views were simply stunning!
Sam had made arrangements to go to Utah, I had attained my goal of climbing Mount
Cramer and the rest was all downhill, right! The next two hours would be a grueling
ordeal. I could have avoided all the pain by following the basics.
As we descended, I realized going downhill on these rocks was not going to be as easy as
I thought. The altitude with no food or energy was taking its toll on my body. We were
both very fatigued but I realized I needed to be careful because I was getting dizzy and I
needed good foot placement so I wouldn’t fall. I rested frequently and got water when it
was available. Sam asked if I was ok when he saw me wobbling a little. I assured him I
was ok but inside I was hoping it would last until camp.
I had one last steep descent before getting back to Lucille Lake where the going was
much easier except for the boulder field. That gave me incentive but I had to make the
last steep section knowing I wouldn’t black out. I felt confident I was going to be ok. We
had a long rest and then dropped rapidly in elevation down the last steep section above
Lucille Lake. It was a relief when we finally made it to Lucille Lake.
After another short break due to the mosquitoes, we started through the boulder field. At
least we didn’t have to worry about the mosquitoes up higher. It was pure torture for both
of us. I’ve been in worse situations but this was tough. As we cleared the boulders we
stopped to rest again but the mosquitoes were relentless and unforgiving so we pressed
on. We made our way up the small hill to Imogene Lake. We must have looked
hammered because people were bringing us food and water. Sam went to sleep with a
fever. He woke up later feeling a little better after taking some Ibuprofen. I recovered
after an hour or so once I got some water and a little food in me. Luckily, I never crossed
the line into getting delusional. I learned a lesson to not overlook the simple things.
Day 4
We were both 100% by morning and the other two sick boys made it to the trailhead but
didn’t feel like pizza. They must have been really sick! It was a great trip. We ended up
driving home after pizza because it was hot. A swim in a hot spring didn’t sound very
appealing to anybody.
I think the boys were all grateful for the experience now that it’s over. Two boys were
bummed that we left early for which I felt bad. They learned a lot and experienced
something they will remember forever. I fear that electronics are taking a toll on many
youth. It messes with work ethic and many opportunities. I think all youth need outdoor
experiences. The outdoors has had a great influence on my happiness in life. There is
something about hard work, nature and accomplishment that stirs the soul and gives
meaning. Hopefully, a few boys will discover that meaning with an experience like this.

Hell Roaring Lake

Pizza in Stanley

